ALITAG PLANT LABELS
Aluminium Labels

Copper Labels

Bamboo Labels

Oak Labels

Teak Labels
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PENCIL ALITAGS
ALUMINIUM PLANT LABELS WITH SPECIAL SURFACE.
SIMPLY WRITE WITH PENCIL FOR A LONG LASTING LABEL
BOTH WRITING AND LABELS WILL LAST FOR DECADES : Annual labelling is the thing of the past with Alitags,
leaving you time to do other gardening jobs and saving you the frustration of forgetting the names of
your plants due to ineffective labelling.
SIMPLE AND EASY LABELLING : Use an Alitag pencil on any of the labels. Pencil has been reported to
have lasted over 30 years on etched and anodised aluminium. A rubber will remove the pencil should
you wish to reuse the labels within one year. It is important to press hard with the pencil to ensure as
much graphite is pressed into the special surface of the Alitag label, which will then seal over the
graphite and make it truly permanent.
ETCHED AND ANODISED ALUMINIUM : A material of traditional character, which will not compete with
the plants for attention, but will last for decades.
UNIQUE FASTENING : Alitags can either be used by tying onto the plant or pushed into the ground. A4, A6
and A3 labels which offer both options can have their stems bent around the plant and pushed through
the hole. P8 which also offers both options can be bent to 90o so that the labels is read level to the
ground making it idea for alpine plants.
TRADITIONAL USES : The Victorian label (A7) is a traditional shape for fruit trees, roses and wall plants.
A1, A2 and A51labels are ideal for shrubs, while A5 label has holes at each end and can be hung
like a sherry decanter label around the bough of a tree.
The ALITAG PENCIL is made from solid pure
graphite which is darker than ordinary HB pencil.
Unlike ordinary HB pencils, our Alitag Pencil has no
wood round it. The whole pencil is a solid rod of
pure graphite measuring 7mm in diameter and
175 mm long.
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*

We do not recommend
the use of so called “indelible” pen on Alitags,
because they will fade. Our natural graphite
pencil will last much longer than chemical marker.

PENCIL ALITAGS : 0.5mm thick. For use with pencil only.

A1

A39

A7X

A51

A70
A5

A7

A2
AOS

A3

AMOS

A4

A6
A7X

Victorian label with one hole

102mm x 63mm

A2

4" x 1 ½” label

102mm x 38mm

A7

Victorian label with 2 holes

102mm x 63mm

AOS

Ogee Stem

82mm x 42mm
150 mm tall overall

A39

Small Circular label

39mm diameter
AMOS

Mini Ogee Stem

A70

Large Circular label

70mm diameter

57mm x 35mm
100mm tall overall

A1

4" x 3/4" label

102mm x 19mm

A6

6" label

16mm x 150mm

A51

4" x 7/8" label

100mm x 22mm

A4

4" label

13mm x 104mm

A5

4" x 1" label

102mm x 25mm

A3

Short Stem Display

65mm x 45mm
104mm tall overall

PROFESSIONAL ALITAGS
Many gardeners and plantsmen have
become frustrated by plastic labels,
which weather harden and become
brittle, snapping easily, and indelible
inks that only produce labels which
fade and become illegible.
My system of labelling is TRULY
PERMANENT.
The labels are 0.8mm thick,
about the thickness of the traditional
knife blade, and the lettering, effected
by punching the letters of the plant
name into the surface of the label,
cannot wear off or fade, and is truly
permanent.
The lettering process uses 37 characters
(alphabet, &, and numbers), which are
available in 3 sizes; 6mm and 5mm for
trees, shrubs and herbaceous plants;
and 3mm for alpine plants.

6mm --------->
5mm ----->
3mm ---------------->

Stainless Steel Jig

The Ultimate Jig (pictured above), which is made
from high quality stainless steel and brass, is also
available.
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The character punches are used
individually as required to produce the
plant names; each letter punch is
tapped into the surfaced leaving a
lasting impression which provides a
most professional, truly permanent,
resilient, and clear label.

A Jig is available to aid the positioning of the
character punches. The jig, which is made of
steel and brass, clamps the labels in position
and the calibration ensures straight lines and
even spacing of characters

Wooden Holding Box for Character Punches

PROFESSIONAL ALITAGS : 0.8mm thick. For use with character punches or pencil.
P1

P5

P2

P7

PVS

PRS
P7X

PES
P8

PLEASE NOTE
(1) You can also

The dimensions of P5, P1, P2, P7 and P7X labels are
the same as A5, A1, A2, A7 and A7X on page 3.

write on both sides of the
professional Alitags with our Alitag pencil or an
ordinary HB pencil.

PVS

Victorian Stem

102mm x 62mm,
330 mm tall overall

PRS

Rectangular Stem

102mm x 63mm,
280mm tall overall

(2) Almost all customers who have bought character
punches without a jig come back to buy a jig later.
Unless you have already got a jig, we do recommend
that you buy it together with the labels and character
punches, it makes the labelling process so much easier
and saves on delivery cost later.

PES

Edwardian Stem

102mm x 47mm,
196mm tall overall

P8

8" x 3/4" label

204mm x 19mm

(3) Character Punches come in a tight plastic box. A
wooden holding box is available with individual
square hole space out to allow the punches to be
picked out easily and keep them organised for reuse.

COPPERTAGS
PROFESIONAL COPPERTAGS
In addition to Professional Aluminium tags
(page 4), there are also copper versions :
Professional Copper Tags
The Professional copper tags are very much
stronger, and 3 times heavier than the
Professional Aluminium tags.
The Professional copper plant labels can be
punched with our Characters Punches using
the Jig to position the characters.
The copper tags will at first darken then
gradually weather to a muted and attractive
verdigris colour over time.
CRS label punched with 5mm character punches

CRS

CES

CVS

Jig
C1

C8

COS
C2

C5

C7X

C7
All professional copper tags, except COS, will fit into the jig as normal (picture above). However, the COS
labels need special positioning as follow :
Step 1) Slide the COS label into the jig and centralise it against the top pins as normal.
Step 2) Place a slightly bent C1 label (supplied) over the stem of the COS and clamp both labels into the jig.
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COPPERTAGS
PROFESIONAL COPPERTAGS
DIMENSIONS
C1

4" x 3/4" Label

102mm x 19mm

C2

4" x 1 1/2" Label

102mm x 38mm

C5

4" x 1" Label

102mm x 25mm

C7

Victorian Label (2 holes)

102mm x 63mm

C7X

Victorian Label (1 hole)

102mm x 63mm

C8

8" Label

204mm x 19mm

COS

Ogee Stem

82mm x 42mm, 150 mm tall overall

CES

Edwardian Stem

102mm x 47mm, 196mm tall overall

CRS

Rectangular Stem

102mm x 63mm, 280mm tall overall

CVS

Victorian Stem

102mm x 62mm, 330mm tall overall

P13

3mm Punches

set of A - Z, &, 0 - 9

P15

5mm Punches

set of A - Z, &, 0 - 9

P16

6mm Punches

set of A - Z, &, 0 - 9

PJ

Jig

185mm x 75mm

WB

Wooden Holding Box for character punches

6mm----->
5mm -->
3mm ---->
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3 Sizes of Character Punches : 6mm, 5mm & 3mm Wooden Holding Box for Character Punches

COPPERTAGS
BALL-POINT PEN COPPERTAGS
Ball-point pen Coppertags are another attractive, easy-to-use plant label which puts an end
to your labelling problems. The engraved copper tags will gradually weather to a muted and
attractive verdigris colour over time.

FEATURES :
Easy to engrave using only a
ballpoint pen.
Press firmly and write slowly for best
results.
The engraved copper tags will at
first darken then gradually weather
to a muted and attractive verdigris
colour over time.

FUNTIONALITIES :
C51 is for hanging
CMOS is for pushing into a pot or
the ground
CTIE is a self-tie label which
can be tied around the plant in
the same manner as a plastic
price/name tag which is often on
a plant when you buy it.

DIMENSIONS :
CMOS
C51 Hanging Label
4" x 7/8" or
100mm x 22mm
CMOS Mini Ogee Stem
2.3" x 1.4" or
57mm x 35mm,
100mm tall overall

C51

C-TIE
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C-TIE Self-Tie Label
4 ½" x 3/4" or
111mm x 20mm,
200mm long overall

BAMBOOTAGS
Bamboo labels are hand-made, and individually cut. Bamboo is strong and durable natural material.
Andrew Crace has produced Bamboo labels in many new designs ranging from traditional labels –
ideal for herbaceous and climbing plants, shrubs or the vegetable gardens to very ornate Japanese
style labels ideal for Bonsai, Herbs or pot plants.
The cut bamboo tags have a smooth surface ideal for writing on with our Alitag pencil, HB pencil, or
indelible pen. They are suitable for inside and outside uses.

BL

BT

B3

B7

B4

B16

B12

B8

B5
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BB

BC

BA

BAMBOOTAGS
DIMENSIONS
B3

3.20" x 2.4" Hanging Label

80mm x 60mm

B4

4" Hanging Label

100mm x 20mm

B5

5" Label

125mm x 13mm

B7

Victorian Hanging

102mm x 63mm

B8

8" Label

200mm x 25mm

B12

12" Label

300mm x 25mm

B16

16" Label

400mm x 25mm

BL

L-Stem

88mm x 15mm, 180mm tall overall

BT

T-Stem

88mm x 15mm, 180mm tall overall

BA

Apartment

20mm x 110mm, 210mm tall overall

BB

Bungalow

55mm x 20mm, 160 mm tall overall

BC

Cottage

35mm x 55mm, 170mm tall overall

BBX

Large Bungalow

80mm x 70mm, 260mm tall overall

BCX

Large Cottage

60mm x 90mm, 260mm tall overall

BRX

Large Rectangular Stem

75mm x 60mm, 225mm tall overall

BBX

BCX
BRX

Alitag Pencil
(Pure Graphite)
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BC

BB

TEAKTAGS
T4

T7

T3

TES
TOS

T15

T8

T6

TRS
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TRSL

TEAKTAGS
Teaktags are another truly permanent system. Teak labels blend in with your plants. Teak will
weather to a silver grey colour as time passes. Teak is also a most durable wood and will last for
many years.
Simple and Easy Labelling : write with an Alitag pencil on any of the teak labels. Both labels and
writing will last for years. Sand paper can remove the writing, should you wish to reuse the label.

DIMENSIONS
T3

3" x 2 1/4" Hanging Label

75mm x 60mm

T4

4" x 3/4" Hanging Label

102mm x 19mm

T6

6" x 3/4" Label

150mm x 19mm

T7

Victorian Hanging, 4" x 2 ½”

100mm x 58mm

T8

8" x 3/4" Label

204mm x 19mm

T15

15" x 1½” Label

380mm x 38mm

TOS

Ogee Stem

48mm x 80mm, 126mm tall overall

TRS

Rectangular Stem

45mm x 85mm, 140mm tall overall

TRSL

Rectangular Stem Large

70mm x 104mm, 225mm tall overall

TES

Edwardian Stem

58mm x 100mm, 197 mm tall overall
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OAKTAGS
Ok20W

Ok3

Ok2

Ok1

Ok7W

Ok15W

Ok15N

Ok12N

Ok9W
Ok8N
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OAKTAGS
Hand made in our furniture workshop ( www.andrewcrace.com ) from FSC English and European
Oak. These beautiful labels will last for many years and can be written on using our Alitag pencil or
for bolder writing use a ‘permanent’ pen or a paint pen. The labels can be used again by using a
rubber to erase the pencil or by lightly sanding the surface with a fine sandpaper. The Alitag
pencil when written firmly on the oak surface will last for many seasons and will not bleed into the
wood grain as some ‘permanent ‘ pens can.
Our Oaktags are available in hanging and stick in designs. The hanging labels can be tied onto
the plant with garden wire (or some of our plastic strand or palm twine on Page 15). These hanging
labels also make good gift tags for presents and can be tied to a parcel with raffia, string or a ribbon.
The stick in Oaktag labels are available in a variety of lengths and widths, small labels for pots and
small garden perennials, to bold labels ideal for large shrubs and trees and for marking rows of
vegetables in a traditional country house walled vegetable garden – the largest stick in label is
20 inches long and 2½ inches wide and will clearly mark your rows of vegetables from sowing,
through harvest to when the over blown plants have finished providing and are taken to the
compost heap. It’s then that the labels can be stored in a dry place over winter and re sanded for
use next year. The large labels will have stood high at the ends of the rows and will not have been
hidden by the tallest spinach or beans.
These largest labels are also ideal to mark special trees to celebrate an anniversary, birthdays or to
mark a tree planted to remember a loved one.

DIMENSIONS
Ok1

4" x 1" Hanging Label

100mm x 25mm

Ok2

4" x 1 ½" Hanging Label

100mm x 40mm

Ok3

3 ½" x 2 ½" Hanging Label

85mm x 65mm

OK7W

7" x 2 ½" Labels

175mm x 65mm

OK8N

8" x 1“ Label

200mm x 25mm

OK9W

9" x 2 ½" Label

230mm x 65mm

OK12N

12" x 1" Label

300mm x 25mm

OK15N

15" x 1 ½" Label

380mm x 40mm

OK15W

15" x 2 ½" Label

380mm x 65mm

OK20W

20" x 2 ½" Label

500mm x 65mm
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TYING
<<<<< PALM TWINE
3mm x 95m Long
Made by hand with fibres from a tropical palm, this
twine is very strong and rustic in appearance.
It is ideal for tying the wooden and bamboo labels
onto plants, and can be used to tie climbing plants
onto wires on walls, it’s also ideal for tying canes into
wigwams. I use it to grow climbing beans up during the
summer and find that I can leave it on the metal frame
overwinter and get at least another season out of it
the following year.

PALM TWINE
PLASTIC STRAND : 3mm x 20m Long >>>>>
This is really strong. It comes on a bamboo ‘spool’
and look a little like raffia, but it is a solid plastic
strand - good for tying wooden and bamboo
labels and for general garden jobs.

PLASTIC STRAND

We recommend a metal wire for fixing the metal labels to trees and shrubs – you need a wire which
will last as long as the label will last. Galvanised wire is ideal, with a diameter of 1.5 mm to 2 mm.
You can get this from a hardware shop or builders merchant. Copper wire is also good for tying labels
onto plants. You may be able to get some offcuts from your electrician.

JIGS
A Jig is available to aid the positioning of
the character punches (Page 4 & Page 6).
It clamps the labels in position and the
calibration ensures straight lines and even
spacing of characters.

The standard jig (pictured bottom left) is
made of steel and brass.
The Ultimate Jig (pictured top left) is made
of high quality stainless steel and brass. 15

ALITAGS
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